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Time Traveler - Books 1, 2, 3 & 4-Katrina
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Kahler 2018-10-19 Time Traveler - Books 1, 2, 3
and 4 This exciting book for girls and boys
combines all four stories and tells the full
adventure of a 12-year-old girl who discovers a
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box in her attic that changes her life forever.
Along with the help of her older brother, Oliver
and her best friend, Kate, Holly manages to
travel to another place and time. However, all
great adventures lead to a consequence of some
sort and this group of young kids is not at all
prepared for what lies ahead. As Holly and Oliver
travel through time in a desperate attempt to
search for their father, they are joined by Kate
and the trio find a lot more than they have
bargained for. Along the way, Holly is also
confronted by Jade, the bully from school who
appears to be suspicious of the secret that Holly
is desperate to keep hidden. Will this affect her
friendship with Zac, the boy she has had a crush
on for so long? And will the group be able to find
their way out of their shocking ordeal?Included
in this combined set are the following books.
Time Traveler - Book 1: The Discovery Time
Traveler - Book 2: The Impact Time Traveler Book 3: Shocked! Time Traveler - Book 4: The
Final Journey This series of books for girls is
perfect for those who enjoy suspense, mystery
and drama. It is also a great book for boys and
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

for anyone who is interested in time travel, a
concept so complex that the most unexpected of
circumstances often eventuates; an exciting page
turner you will not want to put down.

Memoirs of a Time Traveler-Doug Molitor
2017-12-17 "You couldn't ask for a finer guide to
the future -- or the past -- than Doug Molitor." -Larry Gelbart (A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum, M*A*S*H, Tootsie) In this
fast-paced, thrilling journey through time,
archaeologist David Preston comes into
possession of a baseball supposedly signed by the
legendary Ty Cobb in 1908, thanks to Ariyl Moro
and her mysterious companion, Jon Ludlo. Except
the ball tests out to be an impossible paradox. It
was signed with a ballpoint pen (not invented
until 1938) using ink that's several centuries
older. But then, Ariyl and Ludlo aren't who they
claim to be either. Ariyl, a voluptuous 6-foot-3
beauty, turns out to be a tourist from a 22nd
century paradise where time travel is the latest
craze. Unbeknownst to her, however, her
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traveling companion, Ludlo, is a psychopath
whose thefts are starting to alter history. In a
world were even small changes in the timeline
can cause catastrophic consequences, Ludlo's
actions may completely destroy the future. To
stop Ludlo, David and Ariyl must solve a mystery
involving Bronze Age swordsmen, modern-day
Nazis, a steampunk world, Albert Einstein, some
highly skeptical Founding Fathers, and a Golden
Age Hollywood where the murder of a beloved
movie star will spell doom for civilization.

The Last Time Traveler-Aaron J. Ethridge
2017-02-04 Robert is a time traveler. In point of
fact, he's the last time traveler. He managed to
snag that impressive title because when he
comes from has no future. This, as you can
imagine, makes it much easier to be the last of
any number of things. The current lack of future
is due to the mess all his predecessors, the
previous time travelers, made of things. It's
Robert's job to repair the damage they did in the
hopes that this will jump-start time . Fortunately
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he's assembled the most brilliant team in history
to do the job. At his disposal are the best
hackers, mechanics, and doctors who ever lived.
He and his elite band have to do their best to unsteal ancient artifacts, un-kidnap people of
importance, and un-sell advanced technologies
while doing as little damage to the timelines as
possible. The Last Time Traveler is a rather
unique sci-fi romantic comedy. In fact, it's more
like a comedy romance sci-fi if you put things in
the correct order of importance. The humor is in
some ways rather outlandish and draws on popculture a good bit. And all the romance is PG-13.
If you're even the slightest bit curious read a few
sample pages. By the third or forth page you'll
probably know whether this is your cup of tea or
not. The style stands-out, no question. So, take a
couple of minutes and read a few pages. You
might just love it.

Books for Girls - 4 Great Stories for 8 to 12
Year Olds-Katrina Kahler 2017-01-14 4 Books
for Girls that you will LOVE! Best Selling Authors
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- Katrina Kahler, Bill Campbell and Kaz Campbell
want to entertain you with these fabulous stories
- Julia Jones' Diary, Diary of a Horse Mad Girl,
Diary of an Almost Cool Girl and Diary of Mr TDH
(Tall Dark and Handsome). These are all the first
books of the series and girls everywhere rave
about them. Perfect for girls aged 8 to 12! Hope
you enjoy them! Julia Jones' Diary - Book 1 - My
Worst Day Ever! Diary of a Horse Mad Girl Book 1 - My First Pony Diary of an Almost Cool
Girl - Book 1 - Meet Maddi Diary of Mr TDH Book 1 - My Life Has Changed

The Time Machine Illustrated-H G Wells
2021-05-03 The Time Machine is a science fiction
short story by H. G. Wells, published in 1895 and
written as a landmark story. The work is
generally credited with popularizing the concept
of time travel using a vehicle or device to
consciously and selectively travel forward or
backward through time.

Time Traveler - Book 1 - The DiscoveryKatrina Kahler 2018-10-19 Time Traveler - Book
1: The Discovery is a brand new and very
exciting series about a 12-year-old girl who
discovers a box in her attic that will change her
life forever. Along with the help of her older
brother, Oliver and her best friend, Kate, Holly
will manage to travel to another place and time.
However, all great adventures lead to a
consequence of some sort and this group of
young kids is not at all prepared for what lies
ahead. As well as her discovery, Holly also has to
deal with the cool kids at school, one in
particular who is intent on making her life
miserable. And when Zac, the cutest boy in the
class begins to show Holly some attention, her
whole world turns upside down. This is a
suspenseful journey that will keep you on the
edge of your seat, wondering what is going to
happen next. It is another fabulous book for girls
aged 9-12, one that is sure to be a new favorite.

Silent Meridian - Time Traveler Professor -time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12
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Elizabeth Crowens 2016-05-15 Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle is obsessed with a legendary red book. Its
peculiar stories have come to life, and rumors
claim that it has rewritten its own endings.
Convinced that possessing this book will help him
write his ever-popular Sherlock Holmes stories,
he takes on an unlikely partner, John Patrick
Scott, known to most as a concert musician and
paranormal investigator. Although in his humble
opinion, Scott considers himself more of an
ethereal archeologist and a time traveler
professor. Together they explore lost worlds and
excavate realms beyond the knowledge of
historians when they go back in time to find it. ....
Silent Meridian reveals the alternative histories
of Conan Doyle, H.G. Wells, Houdini, Jung and
other notable liuminaries in the secret diaries of
a new kind of Doctor Watson, John Patrick Scott,
in an X Files for the 19th century. -- Cover, page
[4]

The Time Traveler's Vampire (Book 2 of the
Magic Bound Saga)-Anna Applegate
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2019-10-22 To save the one she loves, Ember
must risk it all in a magical battle that's been
lifetimes in the making.As their enemy grows
more powerful, Ember Brighton and Rane
Andersson are at a loss for how to stop him and
restore the balance of time. As their villainous
counterpart seems to glean more information on
Ember and her time traveling abilities, time is
running out to stop him before he becomes
impossible to stop. Retracing their steps may be
the only way to discover secrets to eliminating
the threat to themselves and to Ember's
remaining family. A mysterious stone that Ember
possesses may hold the answers she needs, or
worse...the trouble she doesn't.But evil isn't all
that's brewing in this time traveler's world. The
knowledge of being bound to Rane Andersson
somehow won't stop playing in the back of
Ember's mind. But with centuries between them,
how bound could they actually be? When it
comes down to it, is the growing connection
between Ember and Rane for good, or will it be
their downfall as they risk everything to keep the
other safe?Fans of the Outlander and A Shade of
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Vampire series will devour the next installment
of the newest time traveling, paranormal
romance saga! One-Click now to get lost in
another time!

A Time Traveler's Theory of Relativity-Nicole
Valentine 2019-10-01 He believes in science, but
only magic can help his mom. Twelve-year-old
Finn is used to people in his family disappearing.
His twin sister, Faith, drowned when they were
three years old. A few months ago, his mom
abandoned him and his dad with no explanation.
Finn clings to the concrete facts in his physics
books—and to his best friend, Gabi—to ward off
his sadness. But then his grandmother tells him a
secret: the women in their family are Travelers,
able to move back and forth in time. Finn's mom
is trapped somewhere in the timeline, and she's
left Finn a portal to find her. But to succeed, he'll
have to put his trust in something bigger than
logic.

Doomsday Book-Connie Willis 2012-11-08 For
Kivrin Engle, preparing an on-site study of one of
the deadliest eras in humanity's history was as
simple as receiving inoculations against the
diseases of the fourteenth century and inventing
an alibi for a woman traveling alone. For her
instructors in the twenty-first century, it meant
painstaking calculations and careful monitoring
of the rendezvous location where Kivrin would be
received. But a crisis strangely linking past and
future strands Kivrin in a bygone age as her
fellows try desperately to rescue her. In a time of
superstition and fear, Kivrin - barely of age
herself - finds she has become an unlikely angel
of hope during one of history's darkest hours.
Winner of the Hugo Award 1993 Winner of the
Nebula Award 1993 "A tour de force" - New York
Times Book Review "Ambitious, finely detailed
and compulsivly readable" - Locus "It is a book
that feels fundamentally true; it is a book to live
in" - Washington Post

Confessions of a Time Traveler-Doug Molitor
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12
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2017-12-24 History's not what it used to be. Ariyl
Moro, the gene-powered Amazon from 2109 A.D.,
drags David Preston, archaeologist, back to
ancient times to help her fix some broken
historical events. But after an epic night
together, Ariyl vanishes, leaving David her Time
Crystal . . . and a clue that might lead him back
to her . . . in the camp of a Mongol warrior
princess . . . or a harem in medieval Baghdad . . .
or a monstrously mutated 1950s America. Sci-fi
meets romantic comedy...with sword-swinging
adventure! Note to readers: This book makes the
assumption that climate change is not a hoax and
anyone who thinks it is, is not qualified to be
President. If you disagree, this is definitely not
the droid you're looking for.

Time Traveler Chronicles-Robert Werden
2016-05-06 Evelyn Carter, a young, struggling
video news stringer, is recruited to join an elite
government-run time travel agency. She and her
team travel through time with the public goal of
collecting artifacts lost to time and capturing
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

historical events on video for the world to see.
Along the way, she learns of a secret in history so
terrifying that it must be kept hidden from the
public at all costs. Lost history, top secret
agendas, and a frightening future are just the
beginning. Something massive is about to happen
and it is up to the team to find a way to stop it.
Buried deep in the past, the puzzle pieces start to
fit together. For the team to stop the
unstoppable, they must journey farther through
time and space than anyone thought possible.

The Time Traveler's Guide to Medieval
England-Ian Mortimer 2011-10-25 The past is a
foreign country: this is your guidebook. Take a
step back into Ian Mortimer's guide and
experience the middle ages like never before.

Pushed Back-S a Ison 2020-11-02 Mica and
Malisa Flores learn that their missing mother,
Ivy, isn't missing at all. Her sudden
disappearance three years before has left the
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sisters devastated. They are given a mysterious
journal written by their long-lost mother. Their
mother was pushed back 17,000 years into the
past, into the Paleolithic era. With the knowledge
of their mother's location, the twins set about
making plans to go and find their mother. They
find however, that planning for a trip to the past
is much harder than they had anticipated. Will
they make it to the past? Will they find their
mother? Or will they lose that precious chance
that comes only once every seven years?

Chronicles of a Time Traveler-Doug Molitor
2019-06-27 The future will be stranger than you
can imagine. Humanity faces extinction, unless
time travelers Ariyl Moro and David Preston can
unravel the connection between Thomas Edison,
asteroid mining, the Golden Age of Pirates, killer
robots and a bevy of Hollywood sex goddesses.
Sci-fi meets romantic comedy...with swordswinging adventure!

time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

Time Traveler - Books 1-4-Katrina Kahler
2018-02-10 Time Traveler - Books 1 - 4...This
very exciting series is about a 12-year-old girl
who discovers a box in her attic that changes her
life forever. Along with the help of her older
brother, Oliver and her best friend, Kate, Holly
manages to travel to another place and time.
However, all great adventures lead to a
consequence of some sort and this group of
young kids is not at all prepared for what lies
ahead. As Holly and Oliver travel through time in
a desperate attempt to search for their father,
they are joined by Kate and the trio find a lot
more than they have bargained for. Along the
way, Holly is also confronted by Jade, the bully
from school who appears to be suspicious of the
secret that Holly is desperate to keep hidden.
Will this affect her friendship with Zac, the boy
she has had a crush on for so long? And will the
group be able to find their way out of their
shocking ordeal? Included in this combined set
are the following books... Time Traveler - Book 1:
The Discovery Time Traveler - Book 2: The
Impact Time Traveler - Book 3: Shocked! Time
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Traveler - Book 4: The Final Journey This series
of books for girls is perfect for those who enjoy
suspense, mystery and drama. It is also a great
book for boys and for anyone who is interested in
time travel, a concept so complex that the most
unexpected of circumstances often eventuates;
an exciting page turner you will not want to put
down.

The Time Travel Tale of John Titor-John Titor
2003-01-01

effects of time travel, the NASA scientists
responsible for the situation question whether it
is right to rescue Peter. Kate decides to take
matters into her own hands, but things don't go
as planned. Soon the physical effects of time
travel begin to have a disturbing effect on her.
Meanwhile, in our century, the Tar Man wreaks
havoc in a city whose police force is powerless to
stop him.Set against a backdrop of contemporary
London and revolutionary France, The Time Thief
is the sequel to the acclaimed The Time
Travelers.

The Time Thief-Linda Buckley-Archer
2008-06-16 What happens when a seventeenthcentury bad guy has twenty-first-century
technology? An accident with an antigravity
machine catapulted Peter Schock and Kate Dyer
back to 1763. A bungled rescue attempt leaves
Peter stranded in the eighteenth century while a
terrifying villain, the Tar Man, takes his place
and explodes onto twenty-first-century London.
Concerned about the potentially catastrophic

The Psychology of Time Travel-Kate
Mascarenhas 2019-02-12 "Astonishing." —The
New York Times "A fascinating meditation on the
many ways traveling through time can change a
person." —HelloGiggles "This genre-bending,
time-bending debut will appeal to fans of Doctor
Who, dystopian fiction, and life's great joy: friend
groups."—Refinery29 Perfect for fans of Naomi
Alderman's The Power and Margot Lee
Shetterly’s Hidden Figures comes The

time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12
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Psychology of Time Travel, a mind-bending, timetravel debut. In 1967, four female scientists
worked together to build the world’s first time
machine. But just as they are about to debut
their creation, one of them suffers a breakdown,
putting the whole project—and future of time
travel—in jeopardy. To protect their invention,
one member is exiled from the team—erasing her
contributions from history. Fifty years later, time
travel is a big business. Twenty-something Ruby
Rebello knows her beloved grandmother, Granny
Bee, was one of the pioneers, though no one will
tell her more. But when Bee receives a
mysterious newspaper clipping from the future
reporting the murder of an unidentified woman,
Ruby becomes obsessed: could it be Bee? Who
would want her dead? And most importantly of
all: can her murder be stopped? Traversing the
decades and told from alternating perspectives,
The Psychology of Time Travel introduces a
fabulous new voice in fiction and a new mustread for fans of speculative fiction and women’s
fiction alike.

time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

Just in Time (Lovers in Time Series, Book 2)Marilyn Campbell 2017-03-09 "Marilyn Campbell
is at the top of her storytelling craft with this
enticing time-travel romance. Be prepared for an
all-night read . . ." ~Ellen G. Wulf, Verified
Reviewer A Young 1950s War-Widow Time
Travels to 2016 to Save a Stranger's Life At the
Risk of Her Own in Marilyn Campbell's
Paranormal Time-Travel Romance, JUST IN TIME
-- 1950s to 2016 -- When Beverly Newcastle, a
young 1950s war-widow, encounters a gypsy
fortune teller with a magic potion, she's tossed 5
decades into the future and lands in the arms of
Josh Colby, a half-Mohawk, Harley-riding
bouncer. Desperate to clear his imprisoned
grandfather of a murder he did not commit, Josh
learns that Beverly holds the key. To turn that
key, Beverly must travel back to her own time.
But by the time he and Beverly figure out how to
send her back, Beverly also holds the key to his
heart. Publisher's Note: Readers who enjoy
romance, sex and mystery as well as fans of
Callie Langridge, Bethany Claire, Gillian Doyle
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and Barbara Longley will certainly enjoy Marilyn
Campbell's fun romp through time. "If you're a
time-travel fan, this is the book for you. . . . you
almost believe it could really happen." ~Mona R.
Anderson THE LOVERS IN TIME SERIES, in
order Out of Time Just in Time Some Time Away
It's About Time THE INNERWORLD AFFAIRS
SERIES, in order Romulus Falcon Gallant Gabriel
Logan Roman Blaze MARILYN CAMPBELL has
been published in the genres of suspense,
futuristic, time-travel, paranormal, erotic and
lighthearted contemporary romances, non-fiction
metaphysical works and has had a screenplay
produced. A true thrill-junkie, she has jumped
out of an airplane, raced around the Indy 500
track, driven solo throughout the United States
and believes a labyrinth walk under the full moon
can have magical results. Unfortunately, Marilyn
has not yet figured out how to timetravel...except in her stories. She currently
resides in western Massachusetts.

The One-Way Time Traveler-Tom DeMarco
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

2018-06-13 A Handmaid's Tale in reverse: a
1970s man dropped into an aggressively
matriarchal future

The Prophecy-Kim Sakwa 2019-07-16 Fierce
and feared, 16th-century Highland laird Greylen
MacGreggor has yet to meet his match-until Dr.
Gwendolyn Reynolds falls through time and into
his arms. Get spellbound by this time travel
romance.

Memoirs of a Time Traveler — Boxed SetDoug Molitor 2019-07-22 Sci-Fi Meets Romantic
Comedy...With Sword-Swinging Adventure! This
boxed set includes the first three books in the
Time Amazon series: Memoirs of a Time Traveler,
Confessions of a Time Traveler and Revelations
of a Time Traveler. Memoirs of a Time Traveler:
In this journey through time, archaeologist David
Preston comes into possession of a baseball
supposedly signed by the legendary Ty Cobb in
1908, thanks to Ariyl Moro and her mysterious
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companion, Jon Ludlo. Except the ball tests out to
be an impossible paradox. It was signed with a
ballpoint pen (not invented until 1938) using ink
that's several centuries older. But then, Ariyl and
Ludlo aren't who they claim to be either. Ariyl, a
voluptuous 6-foot-3 beauty, turns out to be a
tourist from a 22nd century paradise where time
travel is the latest craze. Unbeknownst to her,
however, her traveling companion, Ludlo, is a
psychopath whose thefts are starting to alter
history. In a world were even small changes in
the timeline can cause catastrophic
consequences, Ludlo's actions may completely
destroy the future. To stop Ludlo, David and Ariyl
must solve a mystery involving Bronze Age
swordsmen, modern-day Nazis, a steampunk
world, Albert Einstein, some highly skeptical
Founding Fathers, and a Golden Age Hollywood
where the murder of a beloved movie star will
spell doom for civilization. Confessions of a Time
Traveler: History's not what it used to be. Ariyl
Moro, the gene-powered amazon from 2109 A.D.,
drags David Preston, archaeologist, back to
ancient times to help her fix some broken
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

historical events. But after an epic night
together, Ariyl vanishes, leaving David her Time
Crystal…and a clue that might lead him back to
her…in the camp of a Mongol warrior
princess…or a harem in medieval Baghdad…or a
monstrously mutated 1950s America. Revelations
of a Time Traveler: Humanity is running out of
time. Ariyl Moro, superstrong amazon from the
22nd century, has changed history again...and
again...as Earth's climate ricochets from
hothouse planet to ice age. Ariyl and her main
squeeze, historian David Preston, have to travel
through time and fight to restore her lost
utopia...while battling Civil War assassins and
Roman gladiators...and solving a deadly mystery
in 1933 Hollywood.

A Wrinkle in Time-Madeleine L'Engle
2019-07-18 A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of
the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother
Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down
to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they
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were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing
stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the
unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught
in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit
down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way.
Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a
thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the
reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell
more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of
Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time,
winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the
story of the adventures in space and time of Meg,
Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete,
student, and one of the most popular boys in high
school). They are in search of Meg's father, a
scientist who disappeared while engaged in
secret work for the government on the tesseract
problem.

The Time Traveler's Magic (Book 1 of the
Magic Bound Saga)-Anna Applegate
2019-05-21 Someone is watching her from the
shadows. And stopping him could change
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

history.A stranger thrusts Ember Brighton into
another time, where she learns her crumbling life
has a greater purpose. Pursuing this new life,
however, will leave her loved ones in danger until
she realizes who she is and what she's capable
of. If she fails to work quickly enough, her
mother's deadly fate will be sealed.When the
confident and mysterious Rane Andersson shows
up at all the right moments to help, Ember can't
help but distrust his motives. Without him,
though, she's left with more questions than
answers, and more people trying to kill her than
she can fight off alone.Despite her reservations,
she's forced to put her faith in him. Now Ember's
running out of time to find her way home, save
her mother, and fix the balance of time itself. Will
her run-ins with rogue vampires and evil shifters
prove to be more than she can overcome? Or can
Ember face her destiny head on?Fans of the
Outlander and A Shade of Vampire series will be
hooked on the newest time traveling, paranormal
romance saga!One-Click now to fall in love in
another time!
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Maximilian P. Mouse, Time Traveler-Philip
Horender 2013-08-01 Maximilian P. Mouse is not
an adventurous mouse. But, his home is in
trouble and Maximilian needs to do something!
When Nathanial Chipmunk III offers a time
machine as a way to go back and fix things,
Maximilian jumps at the chance. Only, the time
machine doesn't quite work. Now he must jump
through time to find his way back to the Glen.
Experience historic events through the eyes of
Maximilian P. Mouse, Time Traveler!

Behold the Man-Gerald N. Lund 2014-09-09 A
novel describes the last week of Jesus' life as he
enters triumphantly into Jerusalem, is crucified,
and ultimately rises on the third day.

How to Invent Everything-Ryan North
2018-09-20 'How to Invent Everythingis such a
cool book' -- Randall Munroe Get ready to make
history better... on the second try. Imagine you
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

are stranded in the past (your time machine has
broken) and the only way home is to rebuild
civilization yourself. But you need to do it better
and faster this time round. In this one amazing
book, you will learn How to Invent Everything.
Ryan North -- bestselling author, programmer
and comic book legend -- provides all the science,
engineering, mathematics, art, music,
philosophy, facts and figures required for this
challenge. Thanks to his detailed blueprint,
humanity will mature quickly and efficiently instead of spending 200,000 years stumbling
around in the dark without language, not
realising that tying a rock to a string would mean
we could navigate the entire world. Or thinking
disease was caused by weird smells. Fascinating
and hilarious, How To Invent Everythingis an
epic, deeply researched history of the key
technologies that made each stage of human
history possible (from writing and farming to
buttons and birth control) - and it's as
entertaining as a great time-travel novel. So if
you've ever secretly wondered if you could do
history better yourself, now is your chance to
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find out how.

A Time Travel Dialogue-John W. Carroll
2014-08-01 Is time travel just a confusing plot
device deployed by science fiction authors and
Hollywood filmmakers to amaze and amuse? Or
might empirical data prompt a scientific
hypothesis of time travel? Structured on a
fascinating dialogue involving a distinguished
physicist, Dr. Rufus, a physics graduate student
and a computer scientist this book probes an
experimentally supported hypothesis of
backwards time travel – and in so doing
addresses key metaphysical issues, such as
causation, identity over time and free will. The
setting is the Jefferson National Laboratory
during a period of five days in 2010. Dr. Rufus’s
experimental search for the psi-lepton and the
resulting intractable data spurs the discussion on
time travel. She and her two colleagues are
pushed by their observations to address the
grandfather paradox and other puzzles about
backwards causation, with attention also given to
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

causal loops, multi-dimensional time, and the
prospect that only the present exists. Sensible
solutions to the main puzzles emerge, ultimately
advancing the case for time travel really being
possible. A Time Travel Dialogue addresses the
possibility of time travel, approaching familiar
paradoxes in a rigorous, engaging, and fun
manner. It follows in the long philosophical
tradition of using dialogue to present
philosophical ideas and arguments, but is ground
breaking in its use of the dialogue format to
introduce readers to the metaphysics of time
travel, and is also distinctive in its use of lab
results to drive philosophical analysis. The
discussion of data that might decide whether
time is one-dimensional (one timeline) or multidimensional (branching time) is especially novel.

Outlander-Diana Gabaldon 2015-02-12 THE
FIRST NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER SERIES. As seen on Amazon Prime
TV. What if your future was the past? 1946, and
Claire Randall goes to the Scottish Highlands
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with her husband Frank. It’s a second
honeymoon, a chance to learn how war has
changed them and to re-establish their loving
marriage. But one afternoon, Claire walks
through a circle of standing stones and vanishes
into 1743, where the first person she meets is a
British army officer - her husband’s six-times
great-grandfather. Unfortunately, Black Jack
Randall is not the man his descendant is, and
while trying to escape him, Claire falls into the
hands of a gang of Scottish outlaws, and finds
herself a Sassenach - an outlander - in danger
from both Jacobites and Redcoats. Marooned
amid danger, passion and violence, her only
chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant
young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion
becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself
torn between two very different men, in two
irreconcilable lives. (Previously published as
Cross Stitch)

The Accidental Time Traveller-Janis Mackay
2013-02-21 Winner of the Scottish Children's
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

Book Award 2013 Younger Readers (8-11 years)
category. I'm not mad, ok? I know this sounds off
the wall, but I was just walking to the corner
shop and this girl almost got hit by a car. She
grabbed hold of me and told me her name's
Agatha Black and she's here from the past. At
first I thought she was nuts but maybe it's true.
She doesn't get traffic, she's freaked out by
photos and she's terrified of TV. And she knows
about the past -- body snatchers, making fires,
and pet monkeys. Her dad does a bit of time
travel. But obviously, he's not very good at it. I
mean, he got her lost. Now it's me that has to get
her back ? to 1812!

Yankee Mouse: Gettysburg Address Observer
Book 2-Philip M. Horender 2014-09-01
Experience historic events through the eyes of
Maximilian P. Mouse, Time Traveler! Maximilian
P. Mouse has had his first adventure in history,
but now he needs to get back to his family. When
he tries for a second time, the time machine once
again fails. This time he has landed in
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Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Maximilian isn�t sure
if Gettysburg is close to Tanner�s Glen, but he
does know 1863 is the wrong year! Taking
shelter in the home of a young lawyer named
David Wills, Maximilian witnesses Abraham
Lincoln finalizing his monumental Gettysburg
Address. He has just enough time to watch
Lincoln delver the speech before he must make
another attempt to return home! Calico Chapter
Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-6.

Tales of a Traveler-N. J. Layouni 2014-05-21
When a modern-day woman finds herself
stranded in a medieval world, an attractive
outlaw offers her protection in the role of his
'wife', and promises to help her find a way back
home. Until then, Martha must attempt to fit into
medieval society, avoid the Evil Earl and his
minions, and learn how to trust her heart again.

The Time Machine Did it-John Swartzwelder
time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

2004

Kindred-Octavia E. Butler 2004-02-01 The
visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along
with her Black female hero—through time to face
the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of
racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and
now. Dana, a modern black woman, is
celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her
new husband when she is snatched abruptly from
her home in California and transported to the
antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a
plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has
been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back
repeatedly through time to the slave quarters,
and each time the stay grows longer, more
arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain
whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it
has a chance to begin.

Books for Girls - Witch School - Book 1Katrina Kahler 2017-04-22 Books for girls 9-12:
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Imagine being 11 years old and discovering you
are a witch! For Charlotte, this was a huge
surprise! She had no idea her mother was a
witch and she was about to be enrolled in the
most prestigious Witch School in the world. At
first she was fearful, but as she met new friends,
amazing teachers and had magical
experiences...she grew to love the school. This
beautiful new book by Katrina Kahler will take
you on a magical journey. You'll love Charlotte's
new friends, even Alice is entertaining. But when
Charlotte's path crosses with Margaret
Montgomery, bad things happen...you'll love the
suspense and drama. A perfect book for girls
9-12!

Yu's "Top Ten Tips For Time Travelers."

The Time Traveler's Almanac-Ann
VanderMeer 2014-03-18 A definitive collection of
time-travel stories from more than a century of
literature features pieces by such leading authors
as Douglas Adams, Isaac Asimov and Ray
Bradbury and is complemented by a selection of
informative nonfiction articles, including Charles

Cat Ninja (Cat Ninja Book 1)-Matthew Cody
2020-10-13 Beware, villains! Cat Ninja may
appear to be nothing more than a silly internet
meme. But he is evil's greatest enemy, and the
silent master of Kat Fu and carpet scratching!
From Epic! Originals, Cat Ninja is a hilarious
graphic novel series about a lovable cat with a

time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12

No Rest for the Weary-Aaron J. Ethridge
2017-12-08 Saving the future can be a rough gig.
Of course, there's no other job Robert would
rather have. You see, he's The Last Time
Traveler. And he and his crew have been tasked
with going back to repair the damage the
previous time travelers did. As one can imagine,
undoing thousands of years of time travel is both
time consuming and exhausting. It can also be
surprising, exciting, and down right dangerous.
Fortunately, Robert always has everything under
control. Except, of course, when he doesn't...
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heroic alter-ego. Raised from a kitten by a kindly
old ninja master, Claude now spends his days as
the pampered house cat of an eleven-year-old
boy. But when trouble arises, Claude dons his
mask and springs into action as Cat Ninja--Metro
City's secret protector! In Book 1 of the series,
follow our feline hero's early exploits as he tries
to keep his secret identity under wraps while
thwarting the evil plans of slimy thugs,
rampaging robots, and a certain rodent nemesis
who lives under the same roof!

however, takes matters into her own hands in the
hope of turning things around. Will she succeed,
and will the girls get the outcome they have been
striving for? Meanwhile, Ali's friendship with
Mike takes a different path. Just when everything
seems to be working out, a whole new debacle
unfolds, and the twins and their new neighbor
are faced with consequences of epic proportions.
What will be the aftermath of their decisions, and
how will they manage to cope? This rollercoaster
of a story will keep you on the edge of your seat,
another great book for girls, and a fabulous
addition to The New Girl series.

The New Girl - Book 6-Katrina Kahler
2020-04-18 The New Girl - Book 6: Aftermath
Alexa and the twins are dismayed to discover
their plan to prank Ronnie has backfired. Casey,

time-traveler-books-1-2-3-4-books-for-girls-aged-9-12
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